Awake and Aware Conference 22/9/09
David Wilcock's lecture
http://divinecosmos.com/index.php/videos/44-2012-return-to-camelot/503-amazing-free-2-hourvideo-2012-return-to-camelot
(first received by me via Mike Emery's email of 2/12/10)
I have prepared this summary for two reasons. Firstly the lecture is very long but gradually gets to
some very important information. And secondly, most people are likely to find the first 25 minutes
so baffling that they may give up on trying to follow it and thus miss much good, clearer science
that follows; and I can help to demystify that first part.
In brief, David Wilcock provides much more evidence in support of many of the conclusions I
arrived at in Chapter 17 of my autobiography to 2007 than I mentioned in that chapter. All this very
much supports the way that I suggested that a creative God that operates through an evolutionary
process is now scientifically explainable. In doing so he touches on many of the things that I did in
that chapter and in much the same order, such a Earth expansion, pyramids, gravity and torsion
waves, alien communication, crop circles, consciousness connecting all things, and the way that
God can change our DNA.
I will try to keep this brief and in note form tied to the time into the video. But the first part dealing
with really difficult science, that even physicists should find difficult, will need some detailed
explanation.
Part of the difficulty is that David shares the problem that most physicists do of not yet recognising
exactly what time is. But although that leads him into some subtle errors, which along with the
obvious one of saying that time runs faster as motion gets faster, may tend to convey to some
physicists and others that all he is saying here is nonsense, I can demonstrate why much of it does
make sense.
He makes a distinction between space-time and time-space, saying that the former represents our
physical existence and the latter our existence in another form or 'dimension'. I do not like the latter
term, but for many it will begin to convey what is meant. He explained some quantum physics that
appear to demonstrate the flipping of matter from one state to another, including what he claims to
be time travel in three dimensions. The latter is, I think, an illusion based at looking at time in the
wrong way, but apart from that there is important truth to recognise here that is not too hard to
understand if you follow my reasoning below.
Firstly, look at fig. 12 from Appendix 5 (The Question of Distance) from page 140 of my published
book (Take at least half a minute looking at this, thinking about what it means. Then read what I
said after that below the diagram repeated again on the next page):
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“In our imaginary Universe consisting of nothing but fundamental particles*, which we shall suppose are
tiny spheres, we can call one revolution of a particular particle one unit of “time”. But this also represents a
distance i.e. the circumference of the particle. So comparing points along the straight line distance with one
revolution is, in effect, exactly the same as comparing those points with a distance visualised as a straight
line (a rule).
So comparison of time and distance would appear to be interchangeable. If we say that motion from A-B
occurs in time t, and equate this to one revolution, we are actually equating distance travelled with distance
travelled.”
* As I use elsewhere in thought experiments
So, is David Wilcock's space-time and time-space just beginning to possibly make some sort of sense? Now
think of a particle alone in space and spinning at a certain rate, one revolution of which gives 'time'.
Conservation of energy demands that the only way that such a particle can change its state of rest or motion
is by changing its rate of spin. If it moves faster, its rate of spin must decrease, which is why Einstein was
right about time slowing down with motion (which David accidentally got the wrong way round). Time is
not something independent of space and matter that can flow at different rates. It is just that what we choose
as a means of comparison is susceptible to change with motion.
Having realised this, it was apparent that spin is a fundamental component of mass that keeps matter where it
is in space. This then clearly explains the relationship between mass and energy. Matter is not something
that is converted to something different called energy. There is mass energy (spin) and from this can be
derived the energy of translation that gives radiations of various kinds.
Unfortunately this simplicity is missed in mainstream physics, as is the the more logical interpretation of
general relativity that mass (spin) results in curvature of motion as opposed to the ludicrous idea that empty
space can be curved when matter with mass is added. The fundamental component of mass that derives from
spin acts in the plane of spin, and thus motion in that plane is curved, whereas in fundamental particles there
is no restriction to straight line motion along the axis of spin.
The net result is rings of particles grouped together as the basis of matter as we easily observe it, with the
rings converting to spirals as they are released, which in the simplest form are the 'torsion waves' referred to
by David Wilcock and the subject of much Russian research in particular, that as he later demonstrates
becomes very interesting indeed.
So, tiny particles in motion are what 'space-time' is. But motion can be in two basic forms. In one form spin
dominates, and in the other, translational motion dominates. My diagram above suggests that using terms
such as 'space-time' or 'time-space' might logically apply in either case. But as distinction between the two
serves a purpose, why not go along with David Wilcock, and make space-time be matter in the form that we
most easily recognise it, and time-space the more subtle forms of existence such as torsion waves, which can
be harder for us to observe.
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Now, on the question of time travel and David Wilcock's 'three dimensional time', consider the following: a
lone spinning particle in otherwise completely empty space looses some spin and starts to move. We can say
that the spin represents time, or that the other motion over a particular distance represents a particular period
of time. Forgetting for now that my theory suggests that motion in either of two dimensions (along the axis
of spin) may be favoured, in theory otherwise, this motion, that we can equate to the passage of time, can be
in three dimensions.
Now what if the particle, having moved from A to B then began to transform some of the energy of motion
back into energy of spin, causing it to decelerate, perhaps to the point where it has reverted to the original
spin with no other motion. Has time then run backwards? In otherwise completely empty space this may
appear to be a logical means of describing the events. But what if we introduce just one more identical
spinning particle that maintains a constant rate of spin and thus position while all this is happening? The
first particle can now be determined relative to the second particle to have reverted to its original spin, but
with different spacial separation between the two particles. The illusion of time running backwards is
revealed by introducing the second particle.
And in more complex situations this becomes even more obvious. If a car stops and is put in reverse gear, is
time running backwards as it reverses? Obviously not, because the reversal is relative to many other events
that continue as they did while the car was moving forwards. Unfortunately this simple logic escapes even
'great' physicists, because they do not recognise that time is no more than relative motion. Dirac thus
suggested that a positron was an electron running backwards in time, when I think that it just has rotations in
opposite directions. It is a simple case of someone not seeing the wood for the trees, because he was
focussing on the particles in isolation.
And David Wilcock is forgetting that Dan Sherman reported that aliens communicated to him that they do
not travel through time, but 'go around time', which I think again is the illusion of time travel through
motion, but in this case orbital motion. If there is orbital motion that is not taken into account, such as
perhaps the orbital motion of of the galaxy around the universe, or if the orbital motion of the solar system
around the galaxy is ignored, what may appear to be a wormhole is just mass causing an object to stay put
relative to everything else that is rotating. If the rotation is fast enough the resultant apparent motion may
appear to be close to instantaneous, but truly instantaneous motion is always going to be unachievable. And
if this were to allow us to move faster than the planet to a future point in its orbit, we would still need to wait
for the planet to catch up before we could experience it.
These errors in understanding time do not, however, mean that David Wilcock is wrong about objects
appearing to move from 'space-time' to 'time-space' or back, which as I have explained, is just a change from
spin based energy to translation based energy, or vice versa. And the most important thing in the
understanding of all that follows is realising that my theory provides the mechanism by which huge amounts
of information are thus transferable. My rings that turn into spirals are comprised of large numbers of tiny
particles that can each have some variation in the rate of spin and thus also size of orbit. This explains both
quantum mechanics and string theory. And it means that matter such as rocks can record and transmit
information. David Wilcock goes on to provide evidence and expert opinion as to the huge amount of
information that certain experiments demonstrate can be encoded in light, some of which is mentioned in
chapter 17 on my website (written 2007).
I shall now proceed in briefer note form, with the approximate time into the video preceding in red (minutes .
seconds, and hours . minutes . seconds):
36m.00 Re swine flue, 'rats in Norway' is possibly error of no great significance (ferrets in Czech republic?).
Of much greater relevance may be David's view as to why the time for such evil will pass. Though I will go
on to explain why David may be only giving the briefest of nods to a particular reason for concern (not
worry or giving way to fear – he needs to be heeded on this).
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50m.00 Evidence for regular extinctions and periods of new biodiversity at approximately 26m and 62m
year cycles is presented. Much that follows eventually gets round to providing an explanation based on
intelligent interventions.
52m.00 Photographic evidence is presented showing submerged rectilinear structures and a pyramid looking
very much like the 'bent' pyramid in Egypt, under the sea to the west of Cuba.
54m.30 National Geographic apparently bought the rights to such evidence, but have sat on it. I find this
plausible. National Geographic Channel is where to find the least open minded or fair analysis of
challenging evidence.
55m.00 Many photos of standing stones, rings and various stone structure shown, with implication
examined that they can focus energy in a beneficial way. Following on to barrows and evidence of
geographical and geometric connections between all and later buildings such as cathedrals.
59m.00 Silbury Hill
1h 1m.00 Avebury
1h 3m.00 Stonehenge
1h 4m.00 The work of Sir Alfred Watkins in the 1920s demonstrated the straight line connection of many
such structures and buildings – ley lines.
1h 6m.00 Ivan Sanderson later plotted all unexplained disappearances of aircraft and boats, and identified
that the Bermuda triangle was just one of twelve similar, equally spaced locations around the globe.
1h 8m.00 Connecting the dots and including the poles you get a particular geometry – an icosahedron –
which is the same geometry as some viruses (polio, HIV for instance), but it is not just a negative thing – it is
the fundamental building block of much found in physical matter.
1h 11m.00 Three Russians, Goncharov, Morozov and Makarov put together the work of Watkins and
Sanderson, finding a grid based on the development of the icosahedron with the inclusion of its inversion, on
which every other major structure around the world coincided. Over 4000 sites were identified as so
conforming.
1h 14m.00 David Wilcock speculated that this may be the reason why some advanced technologies such as
cold fusion appear to work better in some locations than others.
1h 15m.00 Phone rings in audience. David suggest time for a break. After the break David said that a UFO
sighting outside the building coincided with the phone ringing. Just coincidence? Or the aliens working
through telepathy to draw attention to the fact that they are monitoring progress?
1h 21m.00 The grid's significance and relationship to the continents was considered, with David speculating
that the apparent link could be related to Earth expansion.
1h 22m.00 The fact that pyramids can focus torsion field energies has been confirmed by recent Russian
research involving the construction of quite large pyramid structures of pipework covered in PVC and
fibreglass.
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1h 22m.26 Photos of these Russian pyramids, which were built in various locations to test effects – very
strange things happened:
Built near oil fields – oil production and purity increased 25%
Inside pyramids – poisonous chemicals were much less toxic, 6% of mice
dying compared to 60% normally
Up to 400% increase in productivity from seeds stored
Strong electrical activity at apex
Significant earthquake reduction around pyramids
Enormous column of torsion field energy in the atmosphere around the pyramids,
hundreds of miles wide
Deflection of severe weather activity away from the area around the pyramid
In prisons cells constructed of granite blocks energised within pyramids, the
5000 prisoners, who in all other respects were treated as normal, had a profound
improvement in attitude and recovery from addiction to alcohol and drugs.
Physical changes were detected in the granite blocks.
1h 27m.00 Conclusion so far: much evidence to suggest that our consciousness is connected to the Earth's
consciousness.
1h 29m.00 The effects can be both positive and negative, the latter if our negative attitudes or fears are
reflected. This appeared to happen to Napoleon, who was terrified by his experience in the sarcophagus of
the King's chamber in the great pyramid.
1h 30m.00 But things like telepathy, levitation and other paranormal phenomena are enhanced. David
suggests as I do that gravity is a torsion field below that of electro-magnetic fields.
1h 30m.33 David asks, “Is there a God that can be explained scientifically? And his answer is
understandably the same as mine (because evidence he provided helped me to the same conclusion): “Yes,
because the consciousness field extends throughout the universe.”
1h 31m.00 Crop circles are not just a recent phenomenon. 815 AD Agobard, Archbishop of Lyon, issued an
edict against the collection of seed from crop circles! People believed in 'cloud ships' that flattened crops
into circles so perfect that no man could be responsible, and that this improved the fertility of the seeds.
Perhaps reasonably, the archbishop did not like the fertility rites that were performed to encourage the
activity of the 'cloud ships'.
1h 34m.00 England 1678 – they thought that the devil had mowed a field so neatly that no man could have
done it. Bright lights were observed over the field the night before.
1h 35m.00 Englishman, Dr. Robert Plot (1640-96) drew pictures of crop patterns including spirals and a
perfect square within a circle, which he tried to explain by wind, including a 'square wind'! But ropes and
planks wont do also, because he found that the soil was unusually dried out in the affected areas and the
crops had a 'mouldy bread smell'. In 1940s USA it was also proposed that wind was responsible for crop
circles, but in 1972 one was observed to form when there was no wind at all. And later the drying out of the
soil was again observed.
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1h 38m.00 More recent crop patterns shown. A very complex pattern – Mandelbrot set fractal – has witness
evidence to say that it formed in less than 15 minutes (Stonehenge 7/7/96). Surveyors were asked how long
they would take – they said minimum 2-3 days non stop.
1h 40m.00 Very complex shapes shown, clearly not possible as hoax in one night. I have seen others in this
category.
1h 41m.00 Evidence of the message speaking of genetic changes examined in various shapes suggesting
broken chromosomes and double helix patterns.
1h 43m.00 Definitive 2012 formation shown. Clearly the solar system with the planets in their relative
positions as at 21st December 2012. But David also draws brief attention to something between the orbits of
Saturn and Uranus. He says no more, other than the fact that someone else has suggested that this could be
significant. David seems to want to play down possible catastrophic events. He is right to try to dispel
negative thinking, but I don't think that positive thinking and the burying of heads in sand are compatible.
Every possibility should be explored against the evidence for God and other intelligence greater than human
that we both agree on. Evidence up to now and still to be covered in this summary point to possibly quite
sudden changes in our DNA. If this is the 'Rapture', the bad news is that I have examined the relevant
scriptures and concluded that a pre-tribulation rapture is likely to be just wishful thinking on the part of
fundamentalist Christians (mostly American).
1h 45m.00 After two days this formation changed to show the Sun's diameter increased as far as the orbit of
Venus. David points to recent studies that have changed the minds of physicists as to the dangers from solar
storms towards the end of 2012 (though most recently this seems to have been pushed back to 2013. The
fact is, our science still has to recognise uncertainty, because the Carrington event of 1859, a repeat of which
could mean disastrous loss of life now, happened at a low point in the Sun's cycle).
1h 46m.00 But David provides much evidence to indicate very significant changes in the Sun and whole
solar system over several years now. Others have pointed out that alignment with the galactic centre has to
be considered as happening over a period of years, which makes me think that David is partly right, with the
crop circle warning indicating another significant event at the end of 2012. But something other than man
mad global warming appears to have been building up for some time. Note the following:
1h 55m.48 Graph showing continuous rise in earthquake activity 1973-98. Magnitude 2.5 and greater up
400%. Also volcanic activity and sea levels going up. Tornado activity in the US far higher in the second
half of the 20th century and records are still being set. Also the entire pacific basin has been warming since
1985. Not just surface temperatures if David has it right, but also the deep ocean, suggesting (as in the film
2012) warming from within the planet. (This possible fact needs urgent verification – if possible still!)
1h 57m.00 David mentions that bacteria are everywhere, and goes on to provide evidence of their
spontaneous formation in sealed, sterile containers. But he starts this thread with the view he attributes to one
of the discoverers of the DNA double helix, Dr. Francis Crick, that DNA is far too complex to have evolved
by random processes – as if the entire Encyclopaedia Britannica assembled by random chance. And he says
here that 99.9% of all the dust observed between us and the centre of the galaxy has the spectrographic
signature of bacteria. And he later provides evidence of how the information thus extent in these regions of
space (or we can imagine on the many planets with life in such regions) can be transmitted to Earth.
2h 1m.00 Seeds which the Chinese have sent into space, as with the Russian pyramids, produce larger crops.
Photos of larger than expected fruits shown.
2h 2m.20 Apparently Dr. James Strick has said that in the 19 th century, when debate about evolution raged,
examples of spontaneous generation were found but dismissed. Recent experiments show that if just sand is
heated to white hot and kept in a sterile sealed container, biological entities can amazingly still form.
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2h 5m.00 Identical creatures of many kinds (243 species) have surprised scientists as being peculiar to both
north and south polar regions, with no identifiable means of transfer between the poles.
2h 7.00 Dr. Tszyan Kanchzhen of China has demonstrated that chicken's eggs can be modified by waves
encoded with duck DNA. Of 500 eggs so treated:
480 hatched
80% had flat, duck shaped heads
90% had a shift in the position of the eye
25% had some webbing between the toes
2h 10m.00 As mentioned in my chapter 17, David then referred to similar Russian work in which Gariaev
had changed frog DNA to salamander DNA, by passing low energy laser light through the latter and on to
the former. David could also have mentioned Russian, Japanese and Chinese work with torsion waves, even
as generated by thought processes, especially emotions, in which the structure of water is demonstrated to
have changed, crop production increased, and telepathic communication demonstrated.
2h 12m.00 Dr. William Tift and colleagues looked at large numbers of galaxies. In all they found that red
shift was greater towards the centre and progressively decreasing away from the centre (fairly obvious if as
observed, all galaxies appear to have a central super-massive black hole – gravitational red-shift – yet
another reason to doubt the assumed expansion of the universe!)
2h 15m.00 According to Dr. John Hawks, University of Wisconsin Anthropologist, human evolution has
been moving 100 times faster in the last 5000 years than ever before. And the last 40,000 year has also been
a time of supercharged evolutionary change. We are more different than people 5000 years ago than they
were from Neanderthals.
2h 17m.00 The 'Flynn effect':
average increase of three IQ points per decade
studied in 20 different countries
change has continued for over 100 years
“The increase is most striking for tests measuring the
the ability to recognise abstract, non-verbal patterns”
2h 18m.00 Dr. James Spottiswoode's meta-analysis of 'anomalous cognition' :
he combined over 20 years of human anomalous cognition studies
each study was well documented and scientifically sound
no one had ever combined all these studies before
he wanted to see if people appeared more psychic at certain times of day
no observable time period where ESP increased in a normal 'synodic' day
(measured by Earth's rotation relative to the Sun)
he did, however find a very significant effect (400% increase) if related to
the Sun's position relative to the centre of the galaxy.
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The conclusion is that the universal intelligence we call God can focus waves of information that can change
DNA, which evidence suggests happens most at regular, long term intervals of 26m and 62m years, which
would make the next significant change due in current times.
In my view this analysis is reasonable, but omits evidence of other possible interventions and events in more
recent history. David provides evidence of alien interest and intervention in our affairs, and I have seen
much more. He needs now to try to bring all this together with what God has revealed in other ways.
Information on my website can help, but to make sense of it all we need to keep paying attention to many
diverse sources of information, as David does wonderfully well here, but I think in particular to watch the
skies for further evidence that might tie Planet X to Biblical prophesy more clearly. For instance some
photographic evidence indicates a possible red dwarf with a tail and perhaps seven planets. Red dwarfs with
tails have been observed. Could this be the 'red dragon with a tail and seven heads' of Revelation? The
astonishing prophesies of Mother Shipton provide a link between a red dragon crossing the sky at intervals
and the work of Velikovsky. And Mother Shipton also seems to imply alien intervention to increase human
understanding. And David should also take note of the fact that she also implies a sudden burst of Earth
expansion.
Humanity is best served, not by just waiting for our DNA to be changed, but by demonstrating our
worthiness through humility and determined efforts to save as many as possible from suffering.
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